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Episode Recap: 
David meets with his event coordinator, Alissa, where he confides that he may 
ask Gaby to be the nanny for baby Cielo. While discussing potential brides, they 
decide on a quirky couple who met online. 
 
The couple (Lisette and Pasi) meet David at the park to chat about the wedding. 
Bride Lisette longs for an elegant, yet mystical, wedding with glitter, fairies and 
butterflies. It is important for Lisette to have the memory of her mother present 
during the ceremony. David is taken aback by Lisette’s child-like dream wedding 
but comes up with a plan of attack, nonetheless. 
 
David meets Alissa and new event coordinator Leslie at Panache Bridal Salon. 
Lisette, her fiancé and her bridesmaids meet the group there, where David is 
quite taken with a bridesmaid’s young son, Jack. Lisette immediately finds her 
dream dress, and Pasi admits that the one thing he wants is to drive up at the 
wedding in a convertible Lamborghini. Later, David gets emotional when putting 
together the room for baby Cielo and tells a grateful Gaby he would like for her to 
be Cielo’s nanny.  
 
David brings the couple to L.A. Racing to race out some of their wedding-
planning aggressions. David panics while donning his racing gear and questions 
why he, as a soon-to-be father, is racing Lisette and Pasi in the first place. The 
couple wins the race (with David trailing four laps behind), and David gives 
Lisette the illusion that she can have more say in the wedding planning. 
 
When David realizes they haven’t booked an officiant or a sports car, he 
confesses to suffering from “pregnancy brain.” On wedding day, David puts 
Leslie in charge of getting a last-minute officiant, and she fails. He decides to 
officiate the ceremony himself. Lisette slips into a princess-like wedding dress 
(the one her mother would have made), and the beautiful ceremony concludes 
with the release of several real butterflies, much to Lisette’s delight. Pasi also 
gets his convertible Lamborghini to drive to the reception. Leslie makes the 
mistake of inviting the guests into the reception hall for dinner before the couple 
arrives. David quickly fixes her error and Lisette’s dream wedding reception 
(purple and butterflies included) goes off without a hitch with Lisette transitioning 
into a more adult wedding dress. 
 


